
PRICING DECISION THE MARKETING STRATEGY

Learn how pricing decisions affect a company's profitability. Pricing is considered part of a company's marketing strategy
because it influences its relationship.

It is a psychological effect with no basis in logic. In another example if you buy a pack of chips and chocolate
separately you end up paying a separate price for each product; however of you buy a combo pack of the two
you end up paying comparatively less price for both and if you buy a combo of both in a higher quantity you
end up paying even lesser. Pricing of Premium Products Well this strategy works just the other way round.
Frank has suggests a limited number of standard meals that could be prepared during the day and sold in the
evening when commuters are returning home. Try it free! Deviating from Your Pricing Strategy If sales are
slow, many companies lower their price. This also serves to move old stock. In this instance the inkjet
company knows that once you run out of the consumable ink you need to buy more, and this tends to be
relatively expensive. However there are other important approaches to pricing, and we cover them throughout
the entirety of this lesson. Sales-based objectives. An example of value pricing is seen in the fashion industry.
Again the cartridges are not interchangeable and you have no choice. This approach is used where a
substantial competitive advantage exists and the marketer is safe in the knowledge that they can charge a
relatively higher price. When Buttermilk rebranded three years ago it reviewed all product formats and pricing
at the same time. Hence the price needs to be perfect and appropriate. Penetration pricing strategies draw
attention away from other businesses and can help increase brand awareness and loyalty, which can then lead
to long-term contracts. One must not make the mistake to think that there is added value in terms of the
product or service. Premium products are priced higher due to their unique branding approach. Also, price
reductions can be easily matched by the competition, eliminating any but the earliest advantage. With Dollar
Shave Club, customers make a one-time purchase for a razor. Would you buy the most expensive? It assumes
that consumers are not perfectly rational, which is true. For example a razor manufacturer will charge a low
price for the first plastic razor and recoup its margin and more from the sale of the blades that fit the razor.
Budget airlines are famous for keeping their overheads as low as possible and then giving the consumer a
relatively lower price to fill an aircraft. Quickly recovering the costs of product development while providing
customer value may involve price skimming A product is priced over that of the competition to maximize
profit. But you must be careful when engaging in an action like this. Value Pricing a Product Let me first be
clear about what value pricing means, value pricing is reducing the price of a product due to external factors
that can affect the sales of the product for example competition and recession; value pricing does not mean
that the company has added something or increased the value of a product. For small businesses that are
marketing or want to market online, pricing strategies are even more complicated. In some countries there is
more tax on certain types of product which makes them more or less expensive, or legislation which limits
how many products might be imported again raising price. This data allows you to continually evaluate your
pricing method so that you can make price changes in real-time, grow your business, and improve your
customer success. Price Skimming. Blu-ray and videogames are often sold using the bundle approach once
they reach the end of their product life cycle. However, pricing objectives must be formulated before a pricing
strategy can be selected. An example of premium pricing is seen in the luxury car industry. Geographic
location does create a huge impact on the pricing strategy of a product as the company has to consider every
aspect before they price a product. For instance, you may run a promotional pricing strategy over an extended
holiday, like Memorial Day Weekend. This strategy might also be appropriate when selling in different states.
A perfect example of a captive pricing strategy is seen with a company like Dollar Shave Club. Odd-numbered
prices give consumers the impression that they are getting a great value. Use a high price where there is a
unique brand. You will find it almost everywhere. Used to minimize the impact of competitors, government,
or channel members and to avoid a sales decline, these objectives are reactive rather than proactive, so they
should be adopted for the short term only. Economy pricing can also be termed as or explained as budget
pricing of a product or a service.


